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Daycare Center Website
7 Elements of Design
The seven elements that will influence my design
for my Little Sprout Academy is 1) Target Audience, 2) Theme I have decided upon - which is
nurturing growth, 3)Companys goals, 4) children,
5)Usability, 6) logo and 7)Features offered on the
website.

Target Audience:
Through out all design, be it web or print, a designer must always consider the audience. They
must make it simple for their target audience to
understand, but intriguing enough to bring the
audience in and to explore the message being
said. This will be done by minimal text and well
flowing content, so that user will not feel they are
being overwhelmed with information.

Theme:
The second element that will influence my design
is the theme. Since the company is called Little
Sprout Academy, I am going to give it a gardening/growth theme that will highlight nurturing.

Company Goals:
The third element that will drive the design are
the company’s goals. The company wants the

parent to feel as if they are as much caring about
the parent as they do the child. The site must be
child oriented with a sophisticated yet youthful
feel.

Children:
Though again, the site will be more for the parents, since they are paying the checks, but it must
feature the children. It must show images and
information about how well the children will be
treated, fed and nurtured

Logo and Colors:
The logo, colors and icon will be incorporated
throughout to keep a consistent branding theme.
The use of Green, two shades of orange, (a light
and a dark) and a light grey will give the design
a garden/growth/spring feel. Because of these
colors the site will be worm and engaging.

Features Offered- Navigation
The site’s navigation will essentially decide how
the site will glow. There are currently 7 sections,
Register, About Us, Contact Us, Curriculum,
Prices & Hours of Operation, Meals and Little
Sprouts Online. Register will let the parents
browsing the site see what qualifications need to
be met before a child can be accepted and a form

that they can fill out to initiate the registration
and background check. About Us will feature
company philosophy, about the teachers, teaching credentials and CPR certifications. Contact
us will show all contact information including:
Phone, Fax, Cell, Instant Messenger, Email and
address. The curriculum will show what education goals are made for each age group and what
they should accomplish. Prices and Hours will
show the cost and the hours of operation, Meals
will show what food is given on a particular day
and their nutritional value, and last but probably
one of the most important is the Online interaction with the Academy. This will allow parents
to log on anytime during the day to see how their
children are doing by way of webcam. Also they
can contact the teachers by instant messenger or
e-mail and get a quick response. Lastly they can
go into the discussion forum where other parents
can post comments about the school or interact
one on one with other parents and get instant
feedback.
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The first step to creating a competitive web site
is to research what is the competition and what
do these sites feature. To do this I began researching the web for different screen captures
of Daycare Centers on the internet.
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Most of the day care sites I could find were
quite amateur and gave me an open field when
thinking of competition.
The first thing I had to do for my design was to
come up with a name and logo. Since I wanted
daycare center to be about the family and not
just the kids, I wanted to give the browsing
parents a sense of eduction, and I also wanted
to insinuate growth and nurturing. I played
with the idea of a garden, and playing with the
words of KinderGarden, but I settled on Little
Sprout Academy.
I actually decided to use this name because
I thought it was cute and would appeal to
women, who are mostly the decision makers on
choosing a day care. At this point I started to
work on brief thumbnails for the logo.
I decided to work with the concept of a potted
plant, since basically thats what the day care
center is, a temporary place to bring your child
so they could grow.
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I eventually ended up with a simple design
showing a small plant sprouting out and growing from the words “A Rich Environment for
Growing Minds.”
I decided to go with the typeface Spumoni because of its fun and childlike feel but having a
strong legibility. My color choice was of orange
and green. These represented growth, warmth
and nuturing.
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My next step was to start making thumbnails of
different web layouts, so that I could determine
wish was the best layout for this design.
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After analyzing the thumbnails, I came up with
3 basic designs using the logo colors I had previously designed.
I decided to go with a 3 column design to best
display the information. I used a small collage
at the top of pages to show happy children and
parent interaction.
I was torn between using a horizontal navigation or a vertical one, I finally decided on
horizontal, because I felt that more choices can
be shown without making the user scroll.
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In my honest opinion, I feel that the pages
came out quite elegant. The data is displayed in
3 easily to read columns. The main navigation
is located above the main page image, which is
easy to locate and navigate.
The left column features the tuition prices,
links to Admission policy, Online Registration
and Credentials. The right column features Address, phone number and a map to the location.
These columns are consistent and shows the
same data on every page.
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The website also features simple Ajax scrips for long
amounts of data. For example on the Curriculum page 6
different curriculums are displayed depending on the age.
The parent can print this whole page, or if they want to
just read about one section they can select the secondary
nav, which is located under the Main Page image, and ajax
hides all other data except for the information the user is
interested in.

Analysis
I feel that this web page came out fantastic, it has a fun
and professional look. It does not dumn down the content
by using teddy bears and balloons, but it is themed to the
appropriate audience. The site is designed for all forms of
accessibility. Even the ajax can be turned off and it will
not cripple the utility of the website.
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